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Smith & Nephew's Second Supplemental Response Re Invalidity

In addition to its previous objections, and without waiving any of those

objections, Smith & Nephew also objects to providing its invalidity contentions at this

time, since ArthroCare has refused to provide any of its contentions with respect to

construction ofthe claims of its patents. Accordingly, Smith & Nephew reserves the

right to supplement, amend, or otherwise modify its invalidity contentions as the case

proceeds, and particularly after ArthroCare provides its proposed claim construction

and/or after the Court construes the claims ofArthroCare's patents.

Nevertheless, as of the present time, Smith& Nephew incorporates its previous

responses by reference, and further responds as follows:

Certain ofSmith & Nephew's invalidity contentions arc based on invalidity under

35 U.S.C. § 102 and/or § 103 in view of certain prior art references. In the interest of

brevity and convenience, rather than repeat the full names ofthose references in

connection with each such contention, Smith & Nephew will instead refer to those

references by number, in accordance with the following table:

u
Issue/

Pub'n

Date

Patent Number/
Publication

Inventor/Author Title

1 08/16/33 US 2,056377 F.C. Wappler Electronic Instrument

2 05/00/69

Bio-Medical

Engineering 206-

216

A.K. Dobbie
The Electrical Aspects of

Surgical Diathermy

3 06/11/74 US 3,815,604
Conor C. O'Malley,

Ralph M.Heintz, Sr.

Apparatus For Intraocular

Surgery

4 08/13/74 US 3,828,780
Charles F. Morrison,

Jr.

Combined Electrocoagulator-

Suction Instrument

5 01/00/75

IEEE
Transactions On
Biomedical

Engineering

William M. Honig
The Mechanism of Cutting in

Eiectrosurgery
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#

Issue/

Pub'n

Date

1 alcDI PH1U1DCI7

Publication
Inventor/Author Title

6 08/26/75 US 3,901,242 Karl Storz Electric Surgical Instrument

7 11/18/75 US 3,920,021 Siegfried Hiltebrandt Coagulating Devices

8 00/00/76

Acta

Medicotechnica

(Medizinal-

Markt), Vol. 24,

No. 4, 1976 129-
134

E. Elsasser and E.

Roos

Uber ein Instrument zur

leckstromfreien transurethralen

Resection (Concerning An
Instrument for Transurethral

resection without leakage of

current)

9 02/24/76 US 3,939,839 Lawrence E. Curtiss
Resectoscope and Electrode

Therefor

10 07/20/76 US 3,970,088 Charles F. Morrison

Electrosurgical Devices

Having Sesquipolar Electrode

Structures Incorporated

Therein

VI 01/07/77
2 313 949/

N 76 17587

Siegfried Hiltebrandt

et Ludwig Bonnet

Boucle de sectionnement a une

ou deux branches pour

resertoscope

12 00/00/78

Gastroenterology,

Vol. 74, No. 3,

527-534, 1978

J.FLA. Piercey, MD.,
D.C. Auth, Ph.D,

P.E., F.E. Silverstein,

M.D., H.R. Willard,

Ph.D, MB. Dennis,

D,V.M.,D.M.

EUefson,B.S.,D.M.

Davis, M.S.E.E., R.L.

Protell, MJXand
C.E. Rubin, M.D.

Electrosurgical Treatment of

Experimental Bleeding Canine

Gastric Ulcers: Development

and testing ofa computer

control and a better electrode

13 02/21/78 US 4,074,718
Charles F. Morrison,

Jr.
Electrosurgical Instrument

14 06/06/78 US 4,092,986 Max Schneiderman
Constant Output

Electrosurgical Unit

ID Vy/jLoffo
US 4,116,198 and

its file history
Eberhard Roos Electro-Surgical Device

16 11/00/79

Digestive

Diseases and

Sciences, Vol. 24,

No. 11, 845-848

M.B. Dennis, J,

Peoples, R.Hulett,

D.C. Auth, ILL.

Protell, C.E. Rubin,

and F.E. Silverstein

Evolution of Electrofulguration

in Control ofBleeding of

Experimental Gastric Ulcers
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u Pub'n

Date

Patent Number/

Publication
Inventor/Author Tide

17 01/01/80 US 4,181,131 Hisao Ogiu

High Frequency

Electrosurgical Instrument for

Cutting Human Body Cavity

Structures

18 01/22/80 US 4,184,492

Gerhard

Flachenecken Karl

Fastenmeier,

Friedrich

Landstorfer, Heinz

Lidenmeier

Safety Circuitry for High

Frequency Cutting and

Coagulating Devices

19 11/11/80 US 4,232,676 Andrew Herczog Surgical Cutting Instrument

20 02/03/81 US 4,248,231
Andrew Herczog and

James A. Murphy
Surgical Cutting Instrument

21 02/00/82

CRC Press,

American Heart
Tstirrnal- Vnl 1 17journal, voi. 1 1 /,

332-341

Kevin J. Barry, MS,
Jonathan Kaplan,

MD, Raymond J.

(Jonnolly, rn_u, ram
Naidella, BS,

xjCIIJqJHl.il l.

MD, Gary J. Becker,

MD, Bruce F. Waller,

MD and Allan D
Callow, MD, PhD

The effect of racBofrequency-

generaieu ineimaj energy on

the mechanical and histologic

characteristics ofthe arterial

wall in vivo: Implications for

radiofrequency angioplasty

22 04/27/82 US 4326,529
James D. Doss and

Richard L. Hutson
Corneal-Shaping Electrode

23 04/26/83 US 4^81,007 James D. Doss

Multipolar Corneal-Shaping

Electrode with Flexible

Removable Skirt

24 00/00/84
Gut, 25, 1424-

1431

CJP Swain, TN
Mills, E. Shemesh,

Julia M. Dark, MiL
Lewin, J.S. Clifton,

T.C.Northfield,PB.

Cotton, and P.R.

Salmon

Which Electrode?A
comparison of four endoscopic

methods of electrocoagulation

in experimental bleeding ulcers
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n

Issue/

Pub'n

Date

Patent Number/
Publication

Inventor/Author Title

25 00/00/85

Urological

Research 13:99-

102

J.W.A. Ramsay, N.A.

Shepherd, M. Butler,

P.T. Gosling, R.A.

Miller, D.M.A.

Wallace, H.N.

Whitfield

A Comparison ofBipolar and

Monopolar Diathermy Probes

in Experimental Animals

26 06/00/85
JACCVol. 5, No.

Cornelis J. Slager,

MSc, Catharina E.

Essed, MD, Johan

C.H. Schuurbiers,

BSc,Nicolaas Bom,

PhJ), PatrickWv .

Serruys, MD, Geert

T. Meester, MD,
FACC

Vaporization of

Atherosclerotic Plaques by

Spark Erosion

27 10/22/85 US 4,548,207 Harry G. Reimels Disposable Coagulator

28 05/27/86 US 4,590,934

Jerry L. Malis,

Leonard L Malis,

Robert R. Acorcey,

David Solt

Bipolar Cutter/Coagulator

29 00/00/87

Karcioiogie,

Kardiol.76: Supp.

6 67-71 (1987)

CJ. Slager, A.C.

Phaff, C.E. Essed,

J.C.H. Schuurbiers,

N. Bom, VJL
Vandenbroucke, and

P.W. Serruys

Spark Erosion of

Arteriosclerotic Plaques

JV 04/28/87V/*/ £*SJl *> / US 4 660:571
Stanley R. Hess,

TerriKovacs

Percutaneous Lead Having

Radially Adjustable Electrode

31 06/23/87 US 4,674,499 David S.C. Pao Coaxial Bipolar Probe

32 07/00/88

ValleylabPart

Number 945 100

102 A
Valleylab, Inc.

Surgistat Service Manual

33 11/22/88 US 4,785,823
Philip EEggers,

Robert F. Shaw

Methods And Apparatus For

Performing In Vivo Blood

Thermodilution Procedures

34 00/00/89

SPIEVol. 1068

Catheter-based

Sensing and

Imaging

Technology

PaulC. Nardella
Radio Frequency Energy and

Impedance Feedback
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u

Issue/

Pub'n

Date

Patent Number/
Publication

Inventor/Author Title

35 00/00/89

The Organizing

Committee of the

7
th
World

Congress on

Endourology and

ESWL
Foundation for

Advancement of

International

Science

Robert Tucker and

Stefan Loening

A Bipolar Electrosurgical Turp

Loop

36 02/21/89 US 4,805,616 David S C. Pao

Bipolar Probes for Ophthalmic

Surgery and Methods of

Performing Anterior

Capsulotomy

37 03/00/89

Journal of

Urology Vol.

141,662-665

Robert D. Tucker,

Eugene V.

Kramolowsky, Eric

Bedell and Charles E.

Plattz

A Comparison ofUrologic

Application ofBipolar Versus
Monopolar Five French

Electrosurgical Probes

38 04/00/89
JACC Vol. 13

No. 5,1167-75

Benjamin I. Lee,

MD, FACC, Gary J.

Becker, MD, Bruce

F. Waller, MD,
FACC, Kevin J.

Bany, MS, Raymond
J. Connolly, Ph.D,

Jonathan Kaplan,

MD, Alan R.

Shapiro, MS, Paul C.

Nardella,BS

Thermal Compression and

Molding ofAtherosclerotic

Vascular Tissue With Use of

Radiofrequency Energy:

Implications for

Radiofrequency Balloon

Angioplasty

39 04/25/89 US 4,823,791

Frank D. D'Amelio,

Dawn M. DeLemos,

DominickG.
Esposito, Michelle D.

Maxfield, Claude E.

Petruzri, Robert H.

Quint

Electrosurgical Probe

Apparatus

40 05/23/89 US 4,832,048 Donald Cohen Suction Ablation Catheter

41 00/00/90

Urological

Research 18:291-

294

RJ>. Tucker, E.V.

Kramolowsky, and

C£. Plate

In vivo effect of 5 French

bipolar and monopolar

electrosurgical probes on the

porcine bladder

5



At

ft

Issue/

rub n

Date

Patent Number/
Publication

Inventor/Author Title

42 02/00/90

Journal of

Urology Vol.

143, 275-277

Eugene V.

Kramolowsky and

Robert D. Tucker

Use of5F Bipolar

Electrosurgical Probe in

Endoscopic Urologiical

Procedures

43 04/05/90 WO 90/03152
John Considine, John

Colin

Electro-surgical Apparatus for

Removing Tumours from
Hollow Organs ofthe Body

44 05/01/90 US 4,920,978 David P. Colvin

Method and Apparatus for the

Endoscopic Treatment ofDeep
Tumors Using RF
Hyperthermia

45 06/05/90 US 4,931,047

Alan Broadwin,

Charles Vassallo,

Joseph N. Logan,

Robert W. Hornlein

Method and Apparatus For
Providing Enhanced Tissue

Fragmentation And/Or
Hemostasis

46 06/26/90 US 4,936,281 Peter Stasz
Ultrasonically Enhanced RF
Ablation Catheter

47 10/30/90 US 4,966,597 Eric R. Cosman

Thermometric Cardiac Tissue

Ablation Electrode with Ultra-

Sensitive Temperature

Detection

48 12/11/90 US 4,976,711

David J. Parins, Marie

A. Rydell, Peter

Stasz

Ablation Catheter With
Selectively Deployable

Electrodes

49 12/25/90 US 4,979,948

Lesslie A. Geddes,

Marvin H. Hinds, Joe

D. Bourland, William

D. Voorhees

ivicuiuu aim /vpparaius ior

Thermally Destroying A Layer

ofAn Organ

50 03/21/91 DE 3930451 Al
Ellen Hoffmann,

Gerhard, Steinbeck,

Rudi Mattmuller

Vorrichtung fur die

Hochfrequenzkoagulation von
biologischem Gewebe

51 04/16/91 US 5,007,908 Mark A. Rydell

Electrosurgical Instrument

Having Needle Cutting

Electrode And Spot-Coag

ruectroue

52 04/23/91 US 5,009,656 Harry G. Reimels
Bipolar Electrosurgical

Instrument

53 07/30/91 US 5,035,696 Mark A. Rydell

Electrosurgical Instrument for

Conducting Endoscopic

Retrograde Sphincterotomy
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u

Issue/

Pub'n

Date

Patent Number/
Publication

Inventor/Author Title

54 09/00/91

Journal of

Urology Vol.

146, 669

Eugene V.

Kramolowsky and

Robert D. Tucker

The Urological Application of

Electrosurgery

55 09/10/91 US 5,047,026 MarkA.Rydell
Electrosurgical Implement For

Tunneling Through Tissue

56 09/10/91 US 5,047,027 MarkA.Rydell Tumor Resector

57 10/07/91

Bipolar

Laparoscopic

Cholecystectomy

Lecture

Dr. Olsen
Bipolar Laparoscopic

Cholecystectomy

58 01/14/92 US 5,080,660 Terrence J. Buelna Electrosurgical Electrode

59 01/28/92 US 5,084,044 Robert H. Quint

Apparatus for Endometrial

Ablation and Method of Ilsini?

Same

60 02/04/92 US 5,085,659 MarkA.Rydell
BioDSY Device With Bioolar

Coagulation Capability

*\ 02/18/92 US 5,088,997

Louis Delahuerga,

Robert B. Stoddard,

Michael S. Klicek

Gas Coagulation Device

62 03/24/92 US 5,098,431 MarkA.RydelI RF Ablation Catheter

63 04/28/92 US 5,108,391

Gerhard

Flachenecker, Karl

Fastenmeier, Heinz

Lindenmeier

HiglvFrequency Generator For

Tissue Cutting And For

Coagulating In High-

Frequency Surgery

64 05/12/92 US 5*112,330
Shinichi Nishigaki,

ShiroBito
Resectoscope Apparatus

65 06/16/92 US 5,122,138 Kim H, Manwaring
Tissue Vaporizing Accessory

and Method for an Endoscope

66 12/01/92 US 5,167,659
Naoki Ohtomo;

Shizuo Ninomiya
Blood Coagulating Apparatus

67 12/15/92 US 5,171,311

Mark A. Rydell,

David J. Parins,

Steven W. Berhow

Percutaneous Laparoscopic

Cholectectomy Instrument

68 03/30/93 US 5,197,963 David J. Parins

Electrosurgical Instrument with

Extendable Sheath for

Irrigation and Aspiration

69 05/04/93 US 5,207,675 Jerome Canady Surgical Coagulation Device

7



n

Issue/

Pub'n

Date

ratent iNumber/

Publication
Inventor/Author Title

70 06/08/93 US 5,217,459 William Jvamernng
Method and Instrument for

Performing Eye Surgery

71 04/26/94 US 5306,238 Richard P. Fleenor
Laparoscopic Electrosurgical

Pencil

72 06/13/95 US 5,423,882

Warren M. Jackman,

Wilton W. Webster,

Jr.

Catheter Having Electrode

With Annular Recess and

Method ofUsing Same

73 10/03/95 US 5,454,809 Michael Janssen

Electrosurgical Catheter And
Method For Resolving

Aterosclerotic Plaque By
Radio Frequency Sparking

1. U.S. Patent No. 5,697,536 ("the 4536 patent")

A. Claim 45

Smith& Nephew contends that claim 45 of the *536 patent is anticipated by at

least each ofthe following references: 3, 8,9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19,20,21,22,23,24,25,

26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 48, 49, 5 1, 52, 53, 54, 57, 65, 66, 67,

Smith & Nephew also contends that claim 45 ofthe '536 patent would have been

obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the time ofthe invention in view of at least

each ofthe following combinations ofreferences, which Smith& Nephew contends

would have been combined for at least the following reasons:

Combination Motivation to Combine

Anyone or more of 1,4, 5,6, 7, 10, 11, 13,

17, 30, 33, 39, 40, 44, 50, 55, 56, 58, 60,

61, 62, 64, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73 with any other

one or more of the anticipating references

listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of2, 34, 47 with any one

or more of the anticipating references listed

above.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

8



Combination Motivation to Combine

59 with any one or more of the anticipating

references listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Attached as Exhibit A are tables showing, for each reference, where the

limitations ofclaim 45 of the '536 patent may be found in the reference.

Smith & Nephew also contends that claim 45 ofthe '536 patent is invalid for the

reasons given in Ethicon's Motion for Summary Judgment of Invalidity for Failure to

Satisfy the Requirements of 35 U.S.C. §§ 102-103, Ethicon's Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment ofInvalidity for Failure to Satisfy the Requirements of35 U.S.C.

§ 1 12, and supporting papers filed inArthroCare Corp. v. Ethicon, Inc., Case No. C-98-

0609 WHO (RD.Cal.).

2. ILS. Patent No. 5,697,882 ("the 882 patent")

A. Claim 28

Smith & Nephew contends that claim 28 ofthe '882 patent is anticipated by at

least each ofthe following references: 5, 8, 12, 15, 21, 25, 26, 29, 41; 42, 44, 45, 57, 61,

65.

Smith & Nephew also contends that claim 28 ofthe '882 patent would have been

obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the time ofthe invention in view ofat least

each ofthe following combinations ofreferences, which Smith& Nephew contends

would have been combined for at least the following reasons:

9



^1

Combination Motivation to Combine
Any one or more of 1, 6, 9, 1 1, 13, 39, 58,

64 with any one or more of the anticipating

references listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same
problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 16, 1 7,

18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33,

34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49,

50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 60, 62, 66, 67,

68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73 with any one or more
ofthe anticipating references listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same
problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 59, 63 with any one or

more ofthe anticipating references listed

above.

Each reference is directed to the same
problem - applying electrical energy to a
target site on a patient's body structure.

Attached as Exhibit B are tables showing, for each reference, where the

limitations ofclaim 28 ofthe *882 patent may be found in the reference.

Smith& Nephew further contends that claim 28 ofthe '882 patent is also invalid

as indefinite under 35 U.S.C. § 1 12 U 2.

Smith& Nephew also contends that claim 28 of the '882 patent is invalid for the

reasons given in Ethicon's Motion for Summary Judgment of Invalidity for Failure to

Satisfy the Requirements of 35 U.S.C. §§ 102-103, Ethicon's Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment ofInvalidity for Failure to Satisfy the Requirements of35 U.S.C.

§ 1 12, and supporting papers filedm ArthroCare Corp. v. Ethicon, Inc., Case No. C-98-

0609 WHO (N.D.CaL).

3. U.S. Patent No. 6,224,592 ("the «592 patents

A. Claim 1

Smith& Nephew contends that claim 1 ofthe -592 patent is anticipated by at least

each ofthe following references: 8, 15, 23, 26, 30, 31, 33, 34, 46, 48, 51, 62, 72.

Smith & Nephew also contends that claim 1 of the '592 patent would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time ofthe invention in view of at least

10



each of the following combinations of references, which Smith & Nephew contends

would have been combined for at least the following reasons:

Combination Motivation to Combine
Any one or more of4, 5, 12, 1 6, 20, 21 , 22,

24, 25, 29, 35, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42, 45, 53,

54, 55, 57, 61, 65, 66, 67, 70 with any one

or more of the other anticipating references

listed above.

Each reference is directed to the cam**

problem - applying electrical energy to a
target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 1, 7, 10, 17, 44, 56, 68,

69, 71 with any one or more ofthe other

anticipating references listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same
problem- applying electrical energy to a
target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of3, 9, 18, 19, 27, 28, 40,

43, 47, 49, 50, 52, 60, 73 with any one or

more ofthe other anticipating references

listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same
problem — applying electrical energy to a
target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 6, 1 1, 13, 39, 58, 64
with any one or more ofthe other

anticipating references listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same
problem- applying electrical energy to a
target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 59j 63 with any one or

more ofthe other anticipating references

listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same
problem - applying electrical energy to a
target site on a patient's body structure.

Attached as ExhibitC are tables showing, for each reference, where the

limitations ofthe asserted claims ofthe '592 patent may be found in the reference.

Smith & Nephew further contends that claim 1 of the c

592 patent is also invalid as

indefinite under 35 U.S.C. § 112 H 2.

B. Claim 23

Smith & Nephew contends that claim 23 ofthe '592 patent is anticipated by at

least each ofthe following references: 8, 15, 30, 31, 33, 34, 46, 48, 51/62, 72.

Smith & Nephew also contends that claim 23 of the '592 patent would have been

obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention in view of at least

each of the following combinations ofreferences, which Smith & Nephew contends

would have been combined for at least the following reasons:

11



Combination Motivation to Combine

Any one or more of 4, 5, 12, 16, 24, 25, 36,

37, 38, 41, 42, 53, 61, 65, 67, 70 with any

one or more of the other anticiDHtinc

references listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 2, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,

25 27 28 29 35/40.43.45.47, 49,50,

52, 54, 57, 60, 66, 73 with any one or more

of the other anticipating references listed

above.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Anv one or more of 1 7 10 17 44

56 with any one or more ofthe other

anticipating references listed above.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Anv rinp or more nf (% Q 11 11 10 19 40

47, 50, 58, 62, 64, 68, 69, 71, 73 with any

one or more ofthe other anticipating

IClCIvIwwo ilolvU aUvVv.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 6, 11,13, 39, 58, 64,

68, 69, 71 with any one or more ofthe

OlilCr aUUvip<illQg ICICTCIlvCo llolCU oUUVC.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a
faro**! citf* fin 51 Tvati<vivf',Q Iwlv ctnv*tiir#*

Any one or more of 59, 63 with any one or

more of the other anticipating references

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a
tiirof*t ^itf* nn a lYatitMit*^ fwlv ^triiftiir**lolgCL >llw KJU, <* j/aU&lll a USJSAj DUU^llUU

Any one or more of 23, 26 with any one or

more of the other anticipating references

listed above

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure-

Any one or more of 23, 26 with any one or

more of4,5, 12, 16, 24, 25, 36, 37, 38, 41,

42,53,61,65,67,70.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

Any one or more of 23, 26 with any one or

more of 1,7, 10,17,44,56.

Each reference is directed to the same

problem - applying electrical energy to a

target site on a patient's body structure.

4. All Patents

Smith& Nephew also contends that the asserted claims ofthe '536, '882 and

'592 patents are also invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 102(f) and/or § 1 16 because ofimproper

inventorship.

Smith & Nephew's investigation into its defenses is continuing, and it reserves

the right to assert additional invalidity defenses as discovery progresses.

12



EXHIBIT A

The *536 Patent Reference No. 1

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 1 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, ag., col. 1, lines 15-27.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 1 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., colJ, lines 40-55, Fig. 1.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 1 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 1, lines

40-55, Fig; 1.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical nower suddIyi

Reference No. 1 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, sec, e.g^ coL 1, lines 40-55, Fig. 1

.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 1 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 1 , lines 1 5-27.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The *536 Patent Reference No, 2

45, An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on-a

patienfs body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 2 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g^ p 207.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 2 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ p. 207.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal

1



The '536 Patent Reference No. 3
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 3 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 48 - col. 4, line 14.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 3 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 8, line 10-col. 9, line 8.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 3 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 8, line

10-col. 9Jice 8.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply; ,
•

Reference No. 3 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, c.g^ col. 8, line 10-coI. 9, line 8.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 3 discloses a ictuin electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 48 - col. 4, line 14.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 3 discloses an electrically conducting

fluid supply for directing electrically conducting

fluid to the target site, see, e.g., col. 9, lines 9-25.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 3 the electrically conducting fluid

generates a current flow path between the return

electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g., col. 9,

lines 9-25.

The 4536 Patent Reference No. 4
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 4 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, eg., coL 1, line 5-col. 2, line 2.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 4 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 1, line 5-col. 2, line 2. =

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No: 4 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col 1, line 5-r

col. 2, line 2.

a connectornear the proximal end ofthe shall

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 4 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col 1 , line 5-col. 2, line 2.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgicaf power supply; and

Reference No. 4 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 1, line 5-col. 2, line 2.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

2



The '536 Patent Reference No. 5
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patients body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 5 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see. cil. paces 58-60.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 5 discloses an electrosurgical probe .

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, eg., pages 58-60.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 5 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e^, pages 58-60.

a r^nnnpf.tnr near the nimtnrial end t*f the ^haftCm VVlilJvVlvJ UV4A4 U-lV If 1 \Fn II IIWl fcll\J VI UIV JUHli

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference Na S Htccliw^c a CAnneetAr near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

a return electrode electrically coupled to die

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 5 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., pages 58-60.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 6
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 6 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 3, lines 3-7.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 6 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 3, lines 3-7, Fig. 1-2.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 6 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, cg^ coL 3, lines 3-

7, Fig. 1-2.

a connector near the proximal end of die shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 6 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ col! 3, lines 3-7t Fig 1-2.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 6 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eig^ coL 3, lines 3-7.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal

3



The *536 Patent Reference No. 7

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No; 7 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 44-66.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 7 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 4, lines 4-19; col. 2, lines

44-66.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 7 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g.,col. 4, lines 4-

19; col. 2, lines 44-66.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

AiAtf*tri/*allv rjMinlinp the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 7 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 4, lines 4-19; col. 2, lines 44-

66.

a return electrode electrically coupled to die

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 7 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 44-66.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The *536 Patent Reference No. 8

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 8 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., p. 1.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 8 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 3, 7.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 8 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p, 3, 7.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 8 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 3, 7.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 8 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 1.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 8 discloses an electrically conducting

fluid supply for directing electrically conducting

fluid to the target site, see* e.g., p. 4-5.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference Na 8 the electrically conducting fluid

generates a current flow path between the return

electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g., p. 4-

5.

4
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The '536 Patent Reference No, 9

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 9 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 33-52.

.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal aid and a distal end,

Reference No. 9 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. z, lines 4Q-o3.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 9 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, lines

40-63.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to die

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No, 9 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^col 2, lines 40-63.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference. No. 9 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 33-52.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 9 discloses an electrically conducting

fluid supply for directing electrically conducting

fluid to the target she, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 40-63.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between die return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 9 the electrically conducting fluid,

generates a current flow path between the return

electrode and die electrode terminal, see, e.g., coL 2,

lines 40-63.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 10

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 10 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 4, lines 18-28.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 10 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft haying a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g^ coL 4, lines 18-28.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 10 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col 4, lines

18-28.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 10 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 4, lines 1 8-28.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply, and

Reference No. 10 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 4, lines 18-28.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

.

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the -

electrode terminal

5



The '536 Patent Reference No. 11

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 1 1 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., p. 2.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 1 1 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 2.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 1 1 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 2.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 1 1 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 2.

a return electrode electrically coupled to me
electrosurgical power supply; and

ReferenceNo. 1 1 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 2.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

mat

die electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 12

45, An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patienfs body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 12 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see* e.g., p. 528.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 12 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 530.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 12 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 530.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical "power supply;

Reference No. 12 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., p. 530.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 12 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., p. 528.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 12 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 529.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal

In Reference No. 12 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, eg.,

p. 529.



The 4536 Patent Reference No* 13

45. An clectrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 13 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, c.g^ coL 4, line 15; col 7, lines 38-50.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 13 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 6, lines 55-70.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 13 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed hear the distal end, see, e.g., col. 6, lines

55-70.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 13 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of die shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 6, lines 55-70.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 13 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg,, col. 4, line 15; col 7, lines 38-50.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The «536 Patent Reference No. 15

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

: energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, me system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 15 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, eg., coL 1, lines 5-17.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 15 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col 4, line 51-coL 5, line 20.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 15 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 4, line

51-coL5,line20.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

.
electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 15 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electricaliy coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 4, line 51 -coL 5, line 20.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 15 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 1, lines 5-17.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 15 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

competing fluid to the target site, see, e.g., coL 1,

lines 52-56; coL 7, lines 5M2.
the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal

In Reference No. 15 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

coL I, lines 52-56; col. 7, lines 59-62.
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The 4536 Patent Reference No. 16

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 16 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., pp. 845-46.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 16 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 845.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 16 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. S45.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 16 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

suppry,see>e.g:,p.845.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 16 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, eg., pp. 845-46.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 16 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 846.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 16 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 846/

The '536 Patent Reference No, 17

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 1 7 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., coL 6, lines 1-30.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 17 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 6, lines 1-30.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 17 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 6, lines 1
-

30.

a connector neat the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 17 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 6, lines 1-30.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 17 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., coL 6^ lines 1-30.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

8



The 4536 Patent Reference No. 18
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 18 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., col. 1, lines 12-37.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 18 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col 1; tines 12-37.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 18 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g^ coL 1 , lines

12-37.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power,supply;

Reference No. 1 8 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^coL 1, lines 12-37.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 18 discloses a return electrode

"

electrically coupled to the dectrosurgical power
supply, see, e.jg^ coL 1, tines 12-37.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing .

*

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 18 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply, for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site; see, e.g^ coL 3t

line 67 - col. 4, line 3.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 18.the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

coL 3, line 67 - col. 4, line 3.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 19
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply;

,

Reference No. 19 discloses a high frequency power

.

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 33-46.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a
proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 19 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 33-46.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 19 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, eg., col. 2, Sines

33-46i

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 19 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines 33-46.

a return electrode electrically coupled to die

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 19 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col 2, lines 33-46.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such
that

Reference No. 19 discloses an electrically •

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target she, see, eg., col. 1,

.

lines 34-38.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

In Reference No. 19 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a.current flow path between the

9



electrode terminal. return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col. I, lines 34-38.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 20

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 20 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 35-58.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 20 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 35-58.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 20discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, lines

35-58.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 20 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
enimlv c**a p a *? linpc 1*5-A ftMJ|/pijr, aCvy C-S>t vui. itiivo jj»jo.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 20 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e;g.f col. 2, lines 35-58.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 20 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target she, see, e.g., col. 2,

lines 35-58.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 20 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col 2, lines 35-58.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 21

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 21 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., p. 333.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 21 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 333.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 2 1 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 333.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 2 1 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 333.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 21 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical jpower

supply, see, e.g., p. 333.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 21 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g^ p. 334.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

In Reference No. 21 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

10
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electrode terminal. return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 334.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 22
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

I? f*fprf»nr¥» 77 flic/*lAC#*« a Hioh fn>mipnr\j nnu/ArIxvlCICUVv 1 'V. UlaUUoCo a iilgU UvUUC4U>t pUWCT
supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 21-58.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

nmvimal pnrf onH a Htcfal MiftIMUAUIlal U1U <UIU <J \Jljt<lI CUU,

Reference No. 22 discloses an electrosurgical probe
rAntnncins 9 cnstt kovino o rwfwtmof *nn qn/t **vuuiujidixig a atiuil Iiavuig a LMUAIHUI CUU auQ 3

distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 21-58.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 22 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 21 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to die electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines 21-58.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 22 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 21-58.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 22 disclosesan electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., col. 2,

lines 21-58,

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode tenninaL

In Reference No. 22 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between die

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col. 2, lines 21-58.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 23
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 23 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 42-68; col. 3, lines 34-

38.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 23 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col 2, lines 42-68; coL 3, lines

34-38.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 23 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, eg., col. 2, lines

42-68; coL 3, lines 34-38.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 23 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

. electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 42-68; col. 3, lines 34*

38.

a return electrode,electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 23 discloses a return electrode .

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 42-68; coL 3, lines 34-

.

38.
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an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 23 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., col. 2,

lines 42-68; col. 3, line 66.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 23 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

coL 2, lines 42-68; col. 3, lines 34-*38.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 24

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 24 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., p. 1425.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 24 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 1425.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 24 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 1425.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 24 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 1425.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 24 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 1425.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 24 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 1425.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 24 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 1425.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 25

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 25 discloses a high frequency power,

supply, see, e.g., p. 99.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference Na. 25 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 99.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 25 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 99.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

. Reference No. 25 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

suppry,see,e.g.,p.99.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 25 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., p. 99.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing
.

Reference No. 25 discloses an electrically

12



electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 99.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 25 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the.

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 99.

The 4536 Patent Reference No. 26

45. An electrosurgica! system for applying electrical

CutieY Ul « uugCl MIC UO a StuUHUlC WlulUI Ul UU a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 26 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., p. ij«.

an electrpsurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 26 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, eg., p. 1383*

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 26 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 1383.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 26 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, elg., p. 1383.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 26 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 1383.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 26 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 1383.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 26 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 1383.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 27

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising: ..

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 27 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 38-66.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 27 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 38-66.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 27 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, lines

38-66.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 27 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2* lines 38-66.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and . .

Reference No. 27 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to me electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 38-66.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

Reference No. 27.discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

13



that conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., col. 3,

lines 48-53.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal

In Reference No. 27 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col. 3, lines 48-53.

The 4536 Patent

.

Reference No. 28

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 28 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 23-33.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 28 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 23*33.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 28 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, lines

23-33.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 28 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 23-33.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 28 discloses a return electrode .

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines 23-33.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

Reference No. 28 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., col. 2,

line 18.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 28 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

coL2, line 18.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 29

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 29 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., p. 67-68.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 29 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 67-68.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 29 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 67-68.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 29 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terrninal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ p. 67-68.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 29 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., p. 67-68.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing Reference No. 29 discloses an electrically

14



electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 68.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 29 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 68.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 30
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 30 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g^ ooL 4, line 32 - coL 5, line 10.

ml CJCvUUaUJglUlJ piUDC CUXlipTISIDg a olull I IlaVing a

proximal end and a distal end,

iveierence wo. ->u uiscioses an eiectrosurgicaj probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g^ coL 4, line 32 - col. 5, line 10.

aa ciccitckjc iciuiuiai uisposcQ near me uisuu.cnu,

and
iveierence no. jv Discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 4, line 32
- coL 5, line 10.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to die

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 30 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ col. 4, line 32 - col. 5, line 10.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

. Reference No. 30 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to die electrosurgical power
supply, sice, e.g., coL 4, line 32 - col. 5, line 10.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The 4536 Patent Reference No. 31
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a
patient's body, the system comprising:

.

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 31 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 45-58.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 31 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 45-58.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 31 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, lines

45-58.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 3 1 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electricallycoupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 45-58.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 3 1 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 45-58.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

Reference No. 3 1 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically
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that conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., cbh 3,

line 3); col. 7, line 65.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 31 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col. 3, line 3 1 ; col. 7, line 65.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 33

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 33 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 45-69.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 33 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, ag., col. 2, lines 45-69.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 33 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, lines

45-69.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 33 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 45-69.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 33 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 45-69.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between die return electrode and the

electrode terminal

The '536 Patent Reference No. 34
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 34 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., p. 42.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 34 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ p. 42.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the -
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[ electrode terminal

7

The 4536 Patent Reference No. 35
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient
1

s body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 35 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., p. 248.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a
proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 35 discloses an electrosurgical probe
comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a
distal end, see, eg., p. 248.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 35 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, eg., p. 248.
a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 35 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the
electrode terminal to the electrmiiroiral nnunv

supply, sec, e.&, p. 248.
a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and
Reference No. 35 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.&1 p. 248.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

Reference No. 35 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, eg, p. 248.
the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

.

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 35 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e g_,

p. 248.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 36
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 36 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., col. 4, lines 4-39.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 36 discloses an electrosurgical probe
comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a
distal end, see, e.g^ col. 4, lines 4-39.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 36 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, eg., col. 4, lines 4-

39.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 36 discloses a connectornear the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, eg., col. 4, lines 4-39.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and
Reference No. 36 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ col. 4, lines 4-39.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such
mat

Reference No. 36 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, sec, e.g., coL 7,

lines 30-32.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 36 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e g.,
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I 1 col. 7, lines 30-32.

The *536 Patent Reference No. 37
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No 37 discloses a hiph frennencv nower

supply, see, e.g., p. 662-63.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

oroximal end and a distal end.

Reference No. 37 discloses an electrosurgical probe
COmnnctflCP Vk cHuti tinvine? si nmYimstl ^nri an/1 aiAJiii£jauui£ a auaji Having a |MvAull<U CUU <U1U a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 662-63.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 37 discloses an electrode terminal

UUpvoW UWU UIV UDUU VUU, dCC, W.g., \f. .OU-^-VJ.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 37 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
suppiy, see, e.g., p. ooz-oi.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 37 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ p. 662-63.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 37 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically
* conducting fluid to the target she, see, e.g., p. 663.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 37 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 663.

The *536 Patent Reference No. 38
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 38 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g^ p. 1168.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 38 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, c.g», p. 1 168-1 169.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 38 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, eg., p. 1 168-1 169.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 38 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling die

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 1168-1 169.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 38 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 1168.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 38 discloses an electrically ;

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 1 168.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 38 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between die

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 1168.
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1 be d3o ratent Reference No. 39
45. Ah electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a .structure within or on a

patient*s body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 39 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., col 5, lines 1-47.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 39 discloses an electrosurgical probe
comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end; see, e.g., col 5, lines 1-47.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 39 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 5, lines 1-

47.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 39 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 5, lines 1-47.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and
Reference No. 39 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ col. 5, lines 1-47.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and die

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 40
45. Ah electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 40 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines 62-65.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a
proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 40 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see,eg-, cot 2, lines 19-22.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 40 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, eg., col. 2, lines

19-22.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling die electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 40 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, eg., coL 2, lines 19-22.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 40 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 62-65.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such
that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal
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The '536 Patent Reference No. 41
A *i An plprfmci tTOir^n 1 cvcff>m fV\r annlvino ^lp**frif*!ilf\U ClCLUUMUglUU 9jr»iCU] It/I apJJij lilg VlvVU IVdl

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 41 discloses a high frequency power

s^PP1/! see
»
e-8-« P-

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 4 1 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

oisiai ena, see, e.g., p. zVz.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 41 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 292.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 41 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 292.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 4 1 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 291.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

Reference No. 4 1 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 291.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 41 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e^g.,

p. 291.

The 4536 Patent Reference No. 42
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 42 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., p. 275.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 42 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e~g., p. 275. .

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 42 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 275.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the
.

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 42 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ p. 275.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 42 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., p. 275.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

Reference No. 42 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, eg., p. 275.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 42 the electrically conducting .

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 275,
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The '536 Patent Reference No. 43
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 43 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., p. 2.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 43 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, eg., p. 8, 10.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 43 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g, p. 8, 10.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 43 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 8, 10.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No 43 disclose a return ^Ifvtnvfo

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 2.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 43 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, eg., p. 1 1

.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 43 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

P. 11.

The <536 Patent Reference No. 44
45. Ah electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 44 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 26-51

.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 44 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 26-5 1 .. .

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 44 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, lines

26-51.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power, supply;.

Reference No. 44 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically, coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power .

supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 26-5!

.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 44 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e^g., col. 2, lines 26-5 1

.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

mat

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal
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The '536 Patent Reference No. 45

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrics!

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 45 discloses a high frequency power

supply, sec, e.g., col* 4, line 21 - col. 5, line 6.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 45 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see,.e.g., coL 4, line 40.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 45 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 4, line 40.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

t>\p4*trif*n\Y\j rAiinlina tita AlA^trw^A terminal ti\ thpCfCVU ICoJljr lUUJJUUg UJC CfCVUUUC ICiJJJUmiI l*J UIC

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 45 discloses a connector near the
nTYwimal pnri rtf tttA chitft «*lrt*tri/*allv rnimlino tfi**'|/l UAUfJdl ulU fJl UIC JJUUI CJCUl Jt*«llljr l4JU|JJlIIg UJw

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 4, line 40.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 45 discloses a return electrode

eiectricaiiy coupieo to me eiecuosurgicai power

supply, see, e.g., coL 4, line 21 - coL 5, line 6.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 45 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., col. 3,

lines 48-55.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 45 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

coL 3, lines 48-55/

The '536 Patent Reference No. 46
45, An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patients body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply;
,

Reference No. 46 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 3 1 * 53.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 46 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, line 3 1 r 53.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 46 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, line 3

1

-53.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 44 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the (electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col."2, line 31 - 53.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the .

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 46 discloses a return electrode .

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, c.g.,coL 2, line 31 - 53.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 46 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

.conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., coL 6,

line 42.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between die return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 46 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, eg.,
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col. 6, line 42.
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The '536 Patent Reference No. 47

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 47 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 1, line 34.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

*lf»rtnf2tnv cnimltnp the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply, and

Reference No. 47 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 1 , line 34.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 48

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 48 discloses a high frequency power,

supply, see, e.g., coL 2, line 28.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 48 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, line 28.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 48 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col 2, line 28.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 48 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, line 28.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 48 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., coL 2, line 28.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such .

that

Reference No. 48 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, eg., col. 6,

line 28; coL 4, line 6.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 48 me electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, egi,

col. 6, line 28; col. 4, line 6.
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The '536 Patent Reference No. 49

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 49 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 1 , line 55.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a' shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 49 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., cot 1, line 55.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 49 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 1, line 55.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

p|*»rtrira!1v rminiinp the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power, supply;

Reference No. 49 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 1 , line 55.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

nl<w»tr<\Piirfi t/^ol n/VWMT CltYYntv Sinn'eiecuosurgicai power suppiy, aixu

Reference No. 49 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 1^ line 55.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing
'

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 49 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target she, see, e.g., coL 1,

line 65.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 49 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col. 1, line 65.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 50

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 50 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col 2, lines 21-63.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 50 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines 21-63.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 50 discloses an electrode terminal*

disposed near the distal end, see, e,g^ col. 2, lines

21-63.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 50 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 2 1-63.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 50 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.gi, coL 2, lines 21-63.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and die

electrode terminal.
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The 4536 Patent Reference No. 51

45. An clectrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient*s body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 51 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., col. 2, line 41 - col. 3, line 58.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. SI discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a
Hiatal end, see, e.g., coL 2, line 41 - coL 3, line 58.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 51 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g^ coL 2, line 41
- col. 3, line 58.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 51 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
sunntv see e p caI 1 Imp 41 - r/il 1 Imp Sft

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 51 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, line 41 - coL 3Jine 58.

an electricalIv conductinp fittut ciirmlv fe\r Htrpcfmo

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

jvcicicik^c ixo. ji u]5ciuscs an eiecuicaiiy

.
conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target she, see, e.g., coL 3,

line53.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode tenninaL

In Reference No. 5 1 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, &g»,

coL 3, line 53.

The *536 Patent Reference No* 52
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 52 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., coL 3, lines 1-32.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 52 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 3, lines 1-32.
,

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No: 52 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 3, lines 1-

32.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode tenninal to the

electrosurgical power simply;

Reference No. 5 1 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 3, lines 1-32.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 52 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power *

supply, see, e.g., coL 3, lines 1-32.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 52 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.gn col. 2^

line 26.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 52 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g^
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The '536 Patent Reference No. 53
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electncal

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 53 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 28-55.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 53 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines 28-55.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 53 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, line 28.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 53 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col 2, lines 28-5$.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 53 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 28-55.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 53 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target she, see, e.g., col. 3,

lfoe63;coL2,linel.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 53 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col. 3, line 63; coL 2, line 1.

The *536 Patent Reference No. 54
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 54 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., p. 670.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 54 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., p. 669.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
"

Reference No. 54 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 669.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 54 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
'

supply, see, eg., p. 669.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 54 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., p. 670.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 54 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 672.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 54 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between die

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g~,

p. 672.
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The '536 Patent Reference No. 55
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 55 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, lines 7-46.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 55 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, eg., coL 2, lines 7-46.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 55 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, lines 7*

46.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 55 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical nower

supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, lines 7-46.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 55 discloses a return electrode

electricallv cnunled to the electmsurvicftf nnwer

supply, see, e.g^ col. 2, lines 7-46.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that .

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 56
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 56 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 1, line 61 - col. 2, line 12.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 56 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 1, line 61 - col. 2, line 12.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 56 discloses an electrode terminal .

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., cot 1, line 61

- coL 2, line 12. i

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft .

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 56 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., coL 1, line 61 - col. 2, line 12.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 56 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., coL I , line 61 - col 2, line 12.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.
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The "536 Patent Reference No. 57
45. An clectrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patients body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 57 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, eg., p. 3.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 57 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, eg., p. 3.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 57 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., p. 3.

a connecter near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 57 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., p. 3.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 57 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg^ p. 3.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

Reference No. 57 discloses an electrically .

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., p. 3.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 57 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

p. 6.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 58
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patients body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 58 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 3V lines 9-49.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 58 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, eg., coL 3, lines 9-49.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 58 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 3, lines 9-

49.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 58 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., col. 3, lines 9-49.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 58 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 3, lines 9-49.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such .

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.
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Thp PatentJ. I1C «7«70 1916111 fteierence r*o. oy
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply;

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 59 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g^ coL 3, lines 5-36.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 59 discloses an electrode terminal
ft* ft -ft . m * -» a * * _
disposed near the distal end, see, e.g^ col. 3, hues 5-

36.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 59 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e-g., col 3, lines 5-36.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

an electrically conducting fluid siipply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 60
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patients body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 60 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., coj. 4, line 45.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 60 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e,g^ col. 3, line 35.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 60 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g^ col. 3, line 35.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 60 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, eg., coL 3, line 35.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 60 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, secj e.g., coL 4, line 45.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target she such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.
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. l oe 536 ratent Reference No. 61

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 61 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 30.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 61 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g. ( coL 3, line 30.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 61 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 3, line 30.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 61 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 30.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 61 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 30.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 62
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a
patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 62 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., col. 2, line 35.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a
proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 62 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, line 20.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 62 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col: 2, line 20.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 61 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, line 20.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 62 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 2, line 35.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such
that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.
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The *536 Patent Reference No, 64

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No 64 discloses a hfeh freemencv nower

supply, see, e.g;, col. 2, line 5.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 64 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comnrisinj? a shaft havinp a nroxima! end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 4, line 25.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end, Reference No. 64 discloses an electrode terminal

UloJJvoCU iiCoJ UJv Ulaiai ClIU, yCC, Cg., COL H, lute

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

ciCvuvTburgJwai puwcr supply,

Reference No. 64 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

ciccuuoc imumai 10 me ciccuosurgicai power
supply, see, e.g., coL 4, line 25.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 64 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, eg., col. 2, line 5.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 65
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 65 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., coL 5, line 34.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 65 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 5, line 34.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 65 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 5, line 34.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No: 65 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ coL 5, line 34.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 65 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e,g^ coL 5, line 34.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 65 discloses an electrically

conducting .fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target she, see, e.g^ coL 2,

line 10; col. 6, tine 65.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 65 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the .

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see; e.g.,

coL 2, line 10; col 6, line 65.
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The 4536 Patent Reference No. 66
45. An electrosurgical system for aoolyine electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or cm a
patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 66 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, eg*, col. 2, line 1

.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a
proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 66 discloses ah electrosurgical probe
COmnriftino % chftft hnvin<y a nmvimol <*nH nnsivvuipi uuig a 01mii lldVUlK * IM1WUIIMU CI1U <U1Q a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 3, line 14.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 66 discloses an electrode terminal

ui»)^u>cu ucai uic ui»uti cuu, sec, e.g., cox. j, line J**.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 64 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
Mippiv, see, e.g., col une

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and
Reference No. 66 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^coL 2, line 1.

«ui nwu ivaijjr vUUUUVUIl^ lllllQ Supply KMT QITvCling

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such
that

Kererence No. 66 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., coL 2,

line 10.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

in Reference No. 66 the electrically conducting
fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, e.g.,

col. 2, line 10.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 67
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a
patient*s body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 67 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, eg., col. 2, line 35.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a
proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 67 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a
distal end, see, e.g^ col. 2, line 35.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,
and

Reference No. 67 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, line 35.
a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 67 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofme shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.gn col. 2, line 35.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the
electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 67 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g^ coL 2, line 35.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such
that

Reference No. 67 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to die target site, see, e.g., col 4,

line 10.

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current
flow path between the return electrode and the
electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 67 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see,

e.g.,co!.4, line 10.
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The *536 Patent Reference No. 68
45. An eiectrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target she on a structure within or on a

patient's body, die system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 68 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., coL 3, line 25.

an eiectrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 68 discloses an eiectrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 3, line 25.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 68 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., coL 3, line 25.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

eiectrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 68 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the eiectrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 25.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

eiectrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 68 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the eiectrosurgical power
supply* see, e.g^ col. 3, line 25.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.
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I he 536 Patent Reference No. 69
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 69 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 20.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 69 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 3, line 20.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 69 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 3, line 20.

a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 69 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 20.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 69 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 3, line 20.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

'

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No. 70
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient*s body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 70 discloses a high frequency power

supply, see, e.g.» col. 2, line 38.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a
proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 70 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., coL 2, line 38.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and

Reference No. 70 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, line 38.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 70 discloses a connector near the

proximal end of the shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, line 38.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 70 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g., col. 2, line 38.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

that

Reference No. 70 discloses an electrically

conducting fluid supply for directing electrically

conducting fluid to the target site, see, e.g., coL 3,

Unci.
the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

In Reference No. 70 the electrically conducting

fluid generates a current flow path between the

return electrode and the electrode terminal, see, eg.,

col. 3, line 1.
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The 4536 Patent Reference No. 71

45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

enerpv to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 71 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., col. 3, line 43 - col. 4, line 18.

an cicuiuMiigiG«u piuuc compj ising a snuii naving <i

proximal end and a distal end,

iveicrcncc ino. /. i discloses an ciccirosurgicai prooe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g^ figs.

an eiecuooe terminal aisposeo near me aisiai eno,

and

Reference No. 7 1 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., figs.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 71 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., figs.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Reference No. 71 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.gM col. 3, line 43 -col. 4, line 18.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

mat

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.

The '536 Patent Reference No, 72
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

energy to a target site on a structure within or on a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 72 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., coL 2, line 30.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 72 discloses an electrosurgical probe

comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a

distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, line 30.

an electrode terminal disposed near the distal end,

and
Reference No. 72 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g., col. 2, line 30;

.

a connector near the proximal end of the shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 72 discloses a connector near the

proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., ooL 2, line 30.

a return electrode electrically coupled to the

electrosurgical power supply; and

Referee No. 72 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power

supply, see, e.g^ col. 2, line 30.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such

mat

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.
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The *536 Patent IVCICldlVC MU, f3
45. An electrosurgical system for applying electrical

circigjr lu a idlgci MIC un a SuuCuJIc Wluiin Oi OH a

patient's body, the system comprising:

a high frequency power supply; Reference No. 73 discloses a high frequency power
supply, see, e.g., coL 4, line 35.

an electrosurgical probe comprising a shaft having a

proximal end and a distal end,

Reference No. 73 discloses an electrosurgical probe
comprising a shaft having a proximal end and a
distal end, see, e.g., col. 4, line 35.

an eiecirouc iciiuiUai disposed near tne distal end,

and
Reference No. 73 discloses an electrode terminal

disposed near the distal end, see, e.g„ coL 4, line 35.
a connector near the proximal end ofthe shaft

electrically coupling the electrode terminal to the

electrosurgical power supply;

Reference No. 73 discloses a connector near me
proximal end ofthe shaft electrically coupling the

electrode terminal to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g., coL 4, line 35.

2ft return ^l^ffmrlr ^IwHTinilh/ r-/\iintA*i *r» tK*» •
-

electrosurgical power supply; and
Reference No. 73 discloses a return electrode

electrically coupled to the electrosurgical power
supply, see, e.g.* coL 4, line 35.

an electrically conducting fluid supply for directing

electrically conducting fluid to the target site such
that

the electrically conducting fluid generates a current

flow path between the return electrode and the

electrode terminal.
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EXHIBIT B

1 lie ooZ ratent Reference No. 1

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 1 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col 1

,

Ins. 15-27.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into die target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantia] tissue

necrosis below the surface ofdie body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 2

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 2 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, cg^ p. 207.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No: 2 discloses positioning die electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g.,pp.206,211.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

.

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below die surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 3
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 3 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, eg, coL 3,

In. 48 -coL 4 hi. 14.

positioning die electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 3 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg, coL 9, Ins. 9-25. .

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate die

body structure without causing substantial tissue

1



necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The 'RUT. Patent Reference Nn A

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 4 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 1,

ln.5-coL2,ln-2.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 4 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., col. I, Ins. 38-44, col. I, ins. 1 1-15.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 5
28.A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing ah electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 5 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., pp. 58-

60.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 5 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., p. 58.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 5 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target she to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body
structure, see, e.g., p. 58.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 6
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 6 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 3,

Ins. 3-7.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

2



frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 7

28. A method for applying energy to a target she on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 7 discloses providing an electrode

tennmal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 2,

Ins. 44-66.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 7 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 3, Ins, 33-44.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 8
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 8 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p. 1.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 8 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^pp. 1,5.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 8 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target she to ablate the body structure without

causing substantia] tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body

structure, see, e.g^ p. 1.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 9
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 9 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 2,

Ins. 33-52.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and
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applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No* 10
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

- a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

vohage source;

Reference No. 10 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ col. 4,

Ins. 18-28.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 10 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 7, fas. 2-5.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent ReferenceNo.il
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 1 1 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p. 2.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure;

The '882 Patent Reference No. 12
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 12 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, eg., p. 528.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 12 discloses positioning the electrode

tetmihal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.gv,p.528.
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applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 12 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without,

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body
structure, see, e.gvp. 528.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 13
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 13 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

. to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 4,

m. 15, col 7, ms. 38-50.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 15
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 15 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 1,

ms.5-17.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 15 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically c*roducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 5, Ins. 26-30, coL 6, Ins. 23-27, col. 3^tos. .

59-61.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 15 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body
structure, see, e.g^ col. 5, Ins. 53-54, col. 6, Ins. 27-

29.

The 4882 Patent Reference No. 16
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

Reference No. 16 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled ..



voltage source; to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., pp.

845-46.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 16 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., p. 848.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 17

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 17 discloses providing an electrode

terminal anda return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 6,

Ins. 1-30.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 17 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence of an electrically conducting fluid, see, e.g,

coL5t bis. 25-33.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 18
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 18 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e^, col. 1 ,

ms, 12-37.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. IS discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see, e.g,

coL 3 k 67 -col. 4 m. 3.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No* 19
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
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a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 19 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source; see, e.g^ col. 2,

ins. 33-46.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 19 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 1, ms. 34-38.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 20
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patientbody structure comprising:

providing an electrode teirninal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

vortage source;

Reference No. 20 discloses providing ah electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.&, col. 2
Ins. 35-58.

posrrioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 20 discloses positioning me electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the
-

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 2 ms. 35-58.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate die

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The (882 Patent Reference No. 21
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 21 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency vortage source, see, e.g^ p. 333.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically .

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 21 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^p.334.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 21 discloses applying a high

frequency vortage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to inupart sufficient energy into the .

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body
structure, see, e.g, p. 337.
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The 882 Patent Reference iNo. ll

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 22 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

Ins. 21-58.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 22 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 2, Ins. 21-58.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure*

The '882 Patent Reference No. 23

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 23 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

ms. 42-68, col 3 ms. 34-38.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 23 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 7, Ins. 42-68, col. 3 m. 66.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No* 24
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 24 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p.

1425.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 24 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., p. 1425.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to.impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue
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necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 25
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 25 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p. 99.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 25 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e,g.,p. 100.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency' voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the ,

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 25 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure imderrying the ablated body
structure, see, e.g^ p. 101.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 26
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 26 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ p.

1383.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 26 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., p. 1383.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

bod|y structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 26 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying die ablated body
structure, see, eg., p. 1383.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 27
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 27 discloses providing an electrode 1

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 2,

Ins. 38-66.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically,

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 27 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e^g., cpL 3, hs. 48-53.

applying a high frequency voltage between die



electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying die ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 28

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 28 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

Ins. 23-33.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 28 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g,coL5,lns.28-31.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

.

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantia] tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The *882 Patent Reference No. 29

28.A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 29 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., pp.

67-68.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 29 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence of an electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., PP- 68, 71.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and die return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 29 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

of the body structure underlying the ablated body

structure, see, e.g., pp. 68-70.

The *882 Patent Reference No. 30

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 30 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 4,

In. 32 -col. 5 In. 10.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity Reference No. 30 discloses positioning the electrode
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to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence of an electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 4 Ins. 48-58, Fig. 5.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 31
28. A method for applying energy to a target site oh
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 3 1 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ col. 2,

Ins. 45-58.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 31 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically cemducting fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 3, Ins. 1 1-31; cbL 7, In. 65:

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The/882 Patent Reference No. 33
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 33 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.&, coL 2,

Ins. 45-69.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 31 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg;, col. 2 Ins. 45-69.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 34
28. A method for applying energy to a target she cm
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

Reference No. 34 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled
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voltage source; to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p. 42.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 34 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ p. 43.

a*\nIt/ino a hicrh frpmiprifv vnltflf*e between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 35

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 35 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ p. 248.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 35 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^p.248.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 36

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 36 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 4,

ms.4-39.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to me target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 36 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 7 Ins. 30-37.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 37

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising;:

providing an electrode terminal and a return Reference No. 37 discloses providing an electrode

12
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electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled
to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., pp.
662-63.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 37 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g.,p.663.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into die target she to ablate die

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below die surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 38
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 38 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled
to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g~ p.
1168.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 38 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the
presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., p, 1168.
applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The *882 Patent Reference No. 39
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 39 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled
to a high frequency voltage source, see, eg^ col. 5,

Ins. 1-47.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and .

applying a high frequency voltage between the
electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart
sufficient energy into die target site to ablate the
body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

I he *882 Patent
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

Reference No.

40

J
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a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 40 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

Ins. 62-65.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 40 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 2 ms. 37-42.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, die high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate die

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

37. The method ofclaims 1 and 28 wherein

The '882 Patent Reference No. 41

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 41 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p. 291.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 41 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in die

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., p. 291.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 4 1 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body

structure, see, e.g., p. 293.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 42
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 42 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled .

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ p. 275.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 42 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.gn pp. 275-76.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 42 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target she to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below die surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body
structure, see, e.g., p. 276.

14



The '882 Patent Reference No. 43
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 43 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., pp. 2-

4.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in die presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 43 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

cg^p. 11.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency vohage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 44
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 44 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled
to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2
lns.26-5L

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 44 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 4, In. 18.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 44 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body
structure, see, e.g., col. 1 , bis. 66-68.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 45
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 45 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled .

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., coL 4,

In.21-coL5in.6.
positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 45 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 3, Ins. 48-55, coL 5 fas. 6-19.
applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

Reference No* 45 discloses applying a high
frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage
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sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target she to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

of the body structure underlying the ablated body

structure, see, e.g., col. 3, Ins. 64-68.

The '882 Patent Reference No, 46

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 46 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

In. 31-53.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 46 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 4 In. 1, coL 6 In. 42.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 47
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 47 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ col. 1

,

In. 34.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 47 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 6 ins. 4-60.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 48
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 48 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., coL 2,

In. 2$.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 48 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence of an electrically conducting fluid, see,
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e g., coL 5, In. 39, col. 7 In. 59.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 49
*o. i\ lucumu jut applying energy lu a largci sue on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 49 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 1

In. 55.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 49 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in dose proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g.,coL 1 In. 65.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 50
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 50 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, eg., coL 2

fas. 21-63.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

.

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 50 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 2 Ins. 2-20.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without c*»K!Pg substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 51
28.A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising;

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
Voltage source;

Reference No. 51 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, cg^ coL 2,

In. 41 -col; 3 In. 58.
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positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 51 discloses positioning the electrode

tenninal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 3, Ins. 50-53.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 52

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode tenninal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 52 discloses providing an electrode

tenninal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., coL 3,

In. 1-32.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 52 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 1, In. 38.

applying a high frequency voltage between the .

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure .without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 53

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 53 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

In. 28-55.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 53 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e g., coL 2 In. 1 - col. 3 in. 63, col. 6 In. 28.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the mum electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The «882 Patent Reference No. 54

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return. Reference No. 54 discloses providing an electrode
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electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p. 670.
positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 54 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., pp. 669, 672.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 55
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 55 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 2,

In. 7-46.

positioning die electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 55 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., col. 1, In. 52-55, col. 2 bis. 7-46.
applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate die
body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 56
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 56 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 1,

ln.61-co.21n. 12.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 56 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 4, Ins. 20-50.

applying a high frequency voltage between the
electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart
sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

.
body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 57 ''I
28. A method for applying energy to a target site cm
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a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

vohage source;

Reference No. 57 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., p. 3.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 57 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., pp. 4, 6. .

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantia] tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 57 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target site to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body

structure, see, e.g_, p. 1.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 58
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 58 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 3

ms. 9-49.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode* the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 59
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;"

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 59 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., pp. 2-3.

applying a high frequency voltage between die

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 60
1
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28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

Drovidinc an electrode terminal anH » mhim
electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Keiercucc no. ov uiscjoses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, eg., col. 4,

ln.45.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 60 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 5, In. 40.

.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying die ablated body structure.

The «882 Patent Reference No. 61
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 61 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g-, coL 3,

In. 30.

positioning die electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 61 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in die

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

cg^coL4, In. 15.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart
sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantia] tissue,

necrosis below die surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

Reference No. 57 discloses applying a high
frequency voltage between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode, the high frequency voltage

being sufficient to impart sufficient energy into the

target she to ablate the body structure without

causing substantial tissue necrosis below the surface

ofthe body structure underlying the ablated body
structure, see, e.g^ col. 12 In. 35.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 62
28. A method for applying energy to a target she on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency
voltage source;

Reference No. 62 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 2,

ln.35.

posttoning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in die presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 62 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in
i
close proximity to die target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 4, Ins. 10-29.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofdie body structure
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I
underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 63

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electricalry coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 63 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 2, Ins. 1 1-26.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode; the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure .

underlying the ablated body structure. i

The '882 Patent Reference No. 64
28.A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 64 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a higji frequency Voltage source, see, e.g., coL 2,

In. 5.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electricalry

conducting fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 65
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal, and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 65 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., coL5,

In. 34.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 65 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity, to the target she in the

presence ofan electricalry conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ col 2 In. 10, coL 6 ta. 65, coL 8, In. 22.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

Reference No. 57 inherently discloses applying a

high frequency voltage between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode, the high frequency

voltage being sufficient to impart sufficient energy

into the target site to ablate the body structure
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necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

without causing substantial tissue necrosis below

the surface of the body structure underlying the

ablated body structure.

The*882 Patent Reference No. 66
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 66 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

In. I.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 66 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 2 hL 10, coL 5, In. 15.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue -

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 67
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

ReferenceNo. 67 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ col. 2,

In. 35.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 67 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., coL 2 In. 35, coL 4 In. 10.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high
frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of die body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 68
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 68 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g:, coL 3,

In. 25.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity
to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 66 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target she in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^coL 1 Ins. 21-44.

applying a high frequency voltage between the
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electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The *882 Patent Reference No. 69

28. A method for applying energy to a target she on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 69 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 3,

In. 20.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 69 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g., col. 4 Ins. 13-17.

applying a high frequency vohage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantia] tissue

necrosis below the surface of the body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 70

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 70 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., col. 2,

In. 38.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 70 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence of an electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.gn col. 3 In. 1, col. 2 In. 45.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantia] tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 71

28. A method for applying energy to a target she on

a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 7 1 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g., 3 In. 43

-coL4|n. 18:

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target she in the presence of an electrically

Reference No. 71 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the
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conducting fluid; and presence of an electrically conducting fluid, sec,

e.g., col. 7 Ins. 13-15.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The i882 Patent Reference No. 72

28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 72 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, eg., col 2,

ln.30.

positioning the electrode terminal in cjose proximity

to the target she in the presence ofan electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 72 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence of an electrically conducting fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 4, In. 33, col. 3 In. 9.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target she to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.

The '882 Patent Reference No. 73
28. A method for applying energy to a target site on
a patient body structure comprising:

providing an electrode terminal and a return

electrode electrically coupled to a high frequency

voltage source;

Reference No. 73 discloses providing an electrode

terminal and a return electrode electrically coupled

to a high frequency voltage source, see, e.g^ coL 4,

In. 35.

positioning the electrode terminal in close proximity

to the target site in the presence of an electrically

conducting fluid; and

Reference No. 73 discloses positioning the electrode

terminal in close proximity to the target site in the

presence ofan electrically conducting fluid, see,

eg., col. 6 ins. 45-55.

.

applying a high frequency voltage between the

electrode terminal and the return electrode, the high

frequency voltage being sufficient to impart

sufficient energy into the target site to ablate the

body structure without causing substantial tissue

necrosis below the surface ofthe body structure

underlying the ablated body structure.
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EXHIBIT C

The '592 Patent Reference No. 1

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a ooay structure on or wimin a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No: 1 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, eg., col. 2, Ins. 1-17.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 1 discloses applying a high
1 frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 1, ms. 15-27.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 1 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an eiectricaiiy conauenve nuia, see, e.g., coi. z, ins.

1-17.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 1 discloses applying a high

frequency yohage difference between the active

electrode and the icturn electixxle sudi that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coL 1 , bis. 1 5-27.



The '592 Patent Reference No. 2
] . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, die method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity withthe target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 2 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., pp. 206, 211.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe ,

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 2 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

'

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^ p. 207.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 2 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 21 1.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 2 discloses applying a high

.

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., p. 207.



• -1

The '592 Patent Reference No. 3
I . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an eiecrjooe lenninai uiio ax least ciose

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 3 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 9, Ins. 9-25.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 3 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical currentflows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 3, In. 48 - coL 4, In. 14.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 3 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., coL 9, Ins.

9-25.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in. the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically,

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 3 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode;

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 3, In. 48 - coL 4 In.

14.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 4
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 4 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 1, Ins. 38-44; coL 1, Ins. 11-15.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow. path.

Reference No. 4 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from die electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., col 1, In. 50-col. 2, In. 2.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patients body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 4 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., coL 1, Ins.

38-44; col. 11ns. 11-15.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and .

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 4 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to die

return electrode, see, e.g., col 1, In. 50-col. 2, In. 2 r
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 5
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No: 5 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., p. 58.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between die electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the re .

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 5 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g-, pp. 58-60.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

pattenfs body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 5 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 58.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 5 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., pp. 58-60;
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 6
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, die method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

-

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and die return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

die electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 6 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from die electrode terminal,

through the region ofdie target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^ cbL 3, Ins. 3-7.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, die method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in die presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 6 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., coL 3, Ins. 3-7-
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The '592 Patent Reference No, 7
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

Dositionini* an electrode terminal into at least rln^

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

ivcicrciice no. / aiscioses posnioning an eiectrooe

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., cot 3, ms. 33-44.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a
current flnw rutrh tv»twf*f»n rtw» f»Lv*trr\H<» terminal

and the return electrode; arid

applying a high frequency voltage difference

wiwcui ue citxuuae iciujinai ana me return

electrode such that ah electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target she, and to the return electrode through the

curremnow pain*

Reference No. 7 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through die current flow pau\ see,

eg., col. 2, Ins. 44^66.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in thepresence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 7 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 3,

lns33-34.

soacinfi a return eleetrorffc awav from thp twtv

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and .

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 7 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electee and me return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g^ col. 2, ms. 44-66.
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The '592 Patent Reference No* 8

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, die method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 8 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence of an electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., pp. 5 and 1

.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 8 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g^ p. 1.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 8 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g.,p.l.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 8 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., pp 5 and
1.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 8 discloses spacing a return electrode

away from the body structure in the presence ofthe

electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 1

.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 8 discloses applying a high

frequency Voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g, p. 1.
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The '592 Patent Reference No* 9

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

.

Reference No. 9 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 2 Ins. 40-63.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between die electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target she, and to die return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 9 discloses applying a high .

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through die current flow path, see,

eg., col 2, Ins. 33-52.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on of within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 9 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 2 Ins.

40-63.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, arid to the return electrode.

Reference No. 9 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coL 2, Ins. 33-52.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 10

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 10 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g,f col. 7, Ins. 2-5.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 10 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such mat an .

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., col. 4, Ins. 18-28.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 10 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., coL 7, ms.

2-5.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 10 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 4, bis. 18-28.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 11

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and me return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 1 1 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such mat an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^p.2.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patients body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 1 1 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such mat an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., p. 2.

11



The (S91 Patent Reference No. 12
I. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a
patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan
electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 12 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, eg., p. 528.
positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not
in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 12 discloses applying a high
frequency voltage difference between die electrode,

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., p. 528.
23. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target site on a body structure on or within a
patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 12 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g, p. 528.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
duuuuic in ioc presence orme electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 12 discloses applying a high
frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g_, p. 528.

12
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 13

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 13 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 4, hi 15; coL 7, Ins. 38-50.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;
-

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 13 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 4, m. 15; col. 7, Ins.

38-50.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 15
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan
electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. IS discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence of an electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 3, Ins. 59-61; col. 5 ions. 26-30;

coL 6, Ins. 23-27.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 1 5 discloses positioning a return

electrode within me electrically conductive fluid

such mat the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode tenninal and.the return

electrode, see, e.g^ col. 3, ms. 5-20.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region of the
target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 15 discloses applying a high

frequency Voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. I, Ins. 5-17.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting ah active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 15 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 3, Ins.

59-61; col 5 Ions. 26-30; coL 6, Ins. 23-27.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 15 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g., cot 3, hk 5-20.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 15 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode;

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 1 , ms. 5- 1 7.

14



The '592 Patent Reference No. 16

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

nncitiftntney nn pIwtrrtH^ fprminal intft at Ipact f*\r*c&

proximity with the target she in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

IxClCJ Ciluv INU. IV UlSClvSCS pUalUOOUig oil vivvUUuC

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g^ p. 847

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

m cujjiow wiij] we oofiy soijciure 10 generaie a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a nigji irequency voiiage ainerence

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

ine eiectroae lenmnai, tnrougn trie region or tne

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 16 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current tiows trom tne electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the pp.

845-46.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 16 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 847.

spacing a reiurn eiectroae away trom tne oooy
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 16 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., pp. 845-46.

15



The '592 Patent Reference No. 17

]. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 17 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence of an electrically conductive

fluid, see, eg., col. 5, Ins. 25-33.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between thc^clectrode terminal and the return

electrode s^Si that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 17 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the .

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^ col. 6, Ins. 1-30.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure oh or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body,

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 17 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g^col. 5, bis.

25-33.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 17 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 6, Ins. 1-30.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 18

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient
1

s body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 18 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e g., col. 3 In. 67 - col. 4 In. 3^

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 18 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

.terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from me electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 1^ ms. 12-37.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 1 8 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col 3 In.

67 -col 4 k 3.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 18 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

.
through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col 1, Ins. 12-37.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 19

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 19 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 1 , Ins. 34-38.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target ate, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 19 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g-» coL 2, Ins. 33-46.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 19 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 1, Ins.

34-38.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 19 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electricalry conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, Ins. 33-46.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 20
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 20 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 2, ins. 35-58.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

annrvine a hii>h freoiienrv vnfcttxe difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe -

tercet cite and tn tfw» rptitrn AW»otrnH** tKimnofo tfiA

current flow path.

* *

Reference Na - "7ft Hic/*lncf»c ftrmlvtno a HiohixbiuuR^ iiv. iu uidCnJoCo applying a lll£ll

frequency vohage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

uuougn me region 01 cne larger sne, ana to me
return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., coL 2, Ins, 35-58.

*J- n ijjcuiCKJ iw applying eiccu icoi energy 10 a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 20 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, eg., col. 2, Ins.

35-58.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 20 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coU 2, Ins. 35-58.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 21

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 21 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target .

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., pp. 332, 334.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 21 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal, .

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, sec,

e.g.,p.333.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 21 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 334.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 21 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., p. 333.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 22
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient*s body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 22 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 2, Ins. 21-5.8.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from .

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 22 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical currentHows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., cot 2, Ins. 21-58.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 22 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through me electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, ms. 21-58:
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 23

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 23 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with die target

site in die presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 2, Ins. 42-68; col. 3 In. 66.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 23 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g^ coL 2, Ins. 42-68.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 23 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference betwieen the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path; see,

e.g., col. 2, Ins. 42-68; col. 3 ins. 34-38,

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with die body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 23 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, eg., coL 2, Ins.

42-68; col. 3 In. 66.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No: 23 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g., coL 2, Ins. 42-68.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

. electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 23. discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, arid to the .

return electrode, see, e.g, col. 2, Ins. 42-68; col. 3

tes. 34-38.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 24
1- A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan
electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 24 discloses oositioniiie an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, eg., p. 1425.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such mat the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

.

. target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 24 discloses applying a high

uvv|uvu^jr vuiwigc uiiicicncc peiween ine eiectroce

terminal-and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

uuuugu uiv icgii/u ui me uirgei sue, ana to ine

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., p. 1425.

23. A method for aDDlvin? electrical #ner<rv to »

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 24 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., jp. 1425.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 24 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg.,
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 25
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patients body, the method comprising:

puMUOIlillg Oil vJCvUUUv ICIUlillal inio at iCaM. ClOSv

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 25 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity whh the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., p. 100.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current now pain oecween me eiectroce temunai

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from,

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to me return electrode through the

current flow patiL

Reference No. 25 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^p.99.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 25 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g~, pL 100.

spacmg a reuirn eiecuooe away irom me txxiy

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 25 discloses,applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e^g., p. 99.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 26
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 26 discloses positioning ah electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g^ p. 1383.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 26 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between die electrode terminal and the return,

electrode, see,eg, 1383.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through die region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 26 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between die electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., 1383.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising;

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofah electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 26 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, t.g~> p. 1383.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 26 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g., p. 1383.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 26 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., p. 1383.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 27

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method compiling:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 27 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence of an electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g^ coL 1, In. 18; coL 3, Ins. 43-53.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and me return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electric^ current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe , .

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 27 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between me electrode

terminaland the return electrode such that an .

electrical current flows from the eiertrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., col. 2, Ins. 38-66.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrodewith the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 27 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 1, In.

18; col. 3; Ins. 48-53.

spacing a return electrode'away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electron, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 27 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such mat an . {

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., col. 2, Ins. 38-66.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 28

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

nAcitiAnino an olp^fm/lA terminal tntrt nt Ip^ict clrtCf*pOSIllvnuiK dU CIvVUlAJV ICIIllUiaJ LIILU di ICaoi wwc
proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No 28 di^cln<a*c nrKitinntfM* an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g.,col. 5, Iris. 28-3 1

.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 28 discloses applying a high

rxequency voltage ainerence oeiween me eiecuoae •

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 2, Ins. 23-33.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 28 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 5, bis.

28-31.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode:

Reference No. 28 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, Ins. 23-33.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 29
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 29 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

flui4 see, e.g^ pp. 68 and 7 1

.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

die electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 29 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows^from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e-g^ pp. 67-68.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 29 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 68.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 29 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., pp. 67-68.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 30
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 30 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 4 Ins. 48-58.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact whh the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 30 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g., Fig. 5.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 30 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 4, In. 32 - col. 5 In. 10.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 30 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

. an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 4 Ins.

48-58, Fig. 5.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 30 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g., Fig. 5.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to me return electrode.

Reference No. 30 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col 4, Ins. 32 - col. 5 In;

10.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 31
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 31 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e^, coL 3, Ins. 1 1-3 1 ; coL 7, In. 65.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such mat the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 31 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g^ Fig. 5.

applying a high frequency Yoltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 3 1 discloses applying a high

frequencyyohage differencebetween the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 2, ms. 45-58.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 31 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 3, ms.
11- 31, col. 7, In. 65.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 31 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g^ Fig. 5.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid; and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 31 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, Ins. 45-58.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 33

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

JVeiGiciiCe INO. J* OlSCIUSCo puoiuuiiuig oil cicvu uuc

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, eg., col. 2 Ins. 45-69.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 33 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

tne oouy structure to generate a currem now pain

between die electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g., Fig. 2.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 33 .discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from die electrode terminal,

through die region of the target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

elg., coi 2, bis. 45-69.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a ,

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 33 discloses contacting an active

electrode with die body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 2 Ins.

45-69.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

Keterence rto. jj discloses spacing a icwni

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

Cg., Fig. 2.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 33 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and die return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, Ins. 45-69.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 34
I

. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target site on a body structure on or within a
patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close
proximity with the target she in the presence ofan
electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 34 discloses nositioninp an eiectm/i**

terminal into at least close proximity whh the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive
fluid, see, eg., p. 43.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not
in contact with the body structure to generate a
current flow path between the electrode terminal
and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 34 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact whh
the bodv structure tt% trnienttt* a niiTwit Amu *v»+ti

between the electrode tenninal and the return

electrode, see, e.g^p.44.
applying a high frequency voltage difference^

-

between the electrode' terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target she, and to the return electrode through the -

current flow path.

-rwivivuvc no. UJ5wh)5€5 uppijlDR a "*Pn
frequency voltage difference between me electrode

tenninal and theretum electrode such that an
visvuiuu uuicni iiuws uum me eiecrroue terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the
return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., 42.
23. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target site on a body structure on or within a
patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure ia the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 34 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 43

spacing a return electrode away from the body
~

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 34 discloses spacmg a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

eg., p. 44.
applying a high frequency voltage difference
between the active electrode and the return
electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 34 discloses applying a high
frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., p. 42.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 35

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body* the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 35 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., p. 248.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency vbhage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 35 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such mat an

.

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target she. and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g„ p. 248.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 35 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 248.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and die return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 35 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e-g., p. 248.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 36
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target rite in the presence ofan *

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 36 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, eg., col 7, bis. 30-32.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return :

electrode such that an electrical current fk>ws from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 36 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between die electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^ coL 4, Ins. 4-39.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 36 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 7, Ins.

30-37.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode arid the return ...

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 36 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through die electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 4, Ins. 4-39.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 37

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patients body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 37 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e,g., p. 663.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 37 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between die electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., pp. 662-63.O • ww

23;A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid; .

Reference No. 37 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 663.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 37 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., pp. 662-63.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 38
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 38 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., p. 1168.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive Quid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

die electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No, .38 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., p. 1168.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 38 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 1 168.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode,and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 38 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., 1 168.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 39
I . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 39 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 5 his. 1-47.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 39 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 5 Ins. 1-47.
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The '592 Patent Reference No* 40
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 40 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 2 Ins. 37-42.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

anDlvinc a hieh freauencv voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
tarpet srtc and to the refiim ei\er±rnt\p thmnofi the

current flow path.

Reference No 40 Hi^clo^e^ anntvincr a hiofi

frequency voltage difference between die electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from die electrode terminal,

UUVUgll UIC ICglvQ VI UIC UUgCl 511C, 3DU lO ulc

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 2, Ins. 62-65.

23 A method for armlvinp elf^trif^l pnproA/ tn a

target site on a body structure on or within a

parienfs body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in. the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 40 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., coL 2 Ins.

37-42..

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and die return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 40 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e^ col. 2, Ins, 62-65.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 41

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 41 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., p. 29 1

.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with die body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 4 1 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through die region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., p. 291.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising;

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 41 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p, 29 1

:

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 4 1 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., p. 29 1

.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 42

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 42 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g^ p. 275.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from .

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 42 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such mat an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g.,p.275.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 42 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., pp. 275-

76.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 42 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., p. 275.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 43

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

pauenrs Dooy, me meinoa comprising-

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 43 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid,see, e.g., p. 11.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 43 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g.t pp.2-4.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 43 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
• an t*\t±f*ir\f^iW\j frvrvfliftiv** fllliH cee. £ o nil.'all CICwUlwilljr vuiujuvajvw uukj, a^v*, v.g., gs. * » •

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 43 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g^ pp. 2-4.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 44
!. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 44 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 4; In. 18.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and .

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 44 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical currentflows from trieelectrode terminal,

through the region of the target she, and to the .

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e^coL2,lns.26-51.
23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 44 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body stnicture in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g^ coL 4, In.

28.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 44 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, ms. 26-51

.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 45

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

natiexit's bodv the method comnristnp*

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 45 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence of an electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 3, Ins. 48-55, col. 5 Ins. 6-19.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not
m ^Antart with tH<» twi/4v c+riwtiir** tst oMiAratA ain conuici wiui me ouuy suuciurc iu generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

appiymg a nign nequency voltage oinerence

.

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such mat an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through die region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

iveierence no. discloses applying a nign

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

inrougn me region 01 me target sue, ano 10 tne

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 4, In. 2i - col. 5 In. 6.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with'the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 45 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 3, Ins.

48-55.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in die presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through (he electrically

conductive, fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 45 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through, the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 4, In. 21 .
- coL 5 In. 6.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 46

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

nositiontn? an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with, the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 46 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 4, h. 1; coL 6, bis. 42.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a
mrnHit fl/vw «%2ifn nAhvpMi tnp «*l/w~#rf\n& t&rmmilltUllUJl I1UW pAUl UClWv**ll UIC vlwlIUUC IViilJUIcll

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 46 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

U1C UUUjr SUUViUIC IV cCUvllUv tt VUIIdll ltVW UoUl

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode; see,e.g.,coL 6, m. 42. .

applying a nign iretjuciicy voiiage uincicuce

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target sne, ana 10 me return eieciroae inrougn me
current flow path.

jveiercncc jno* *kj uisciuses applyingomgn
frequencyVohage different

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

unroogn me region 01 me target sue, ana to uie

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 2, In. 31-53.

23.A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 46 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g^ col r 4, In.

1; col 6, m. 42.

djKlwmg a I CIU11J ClCvtlUUC aWay UUUt Ulv UUUjr

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

IV.C1CICUvG 1 tvF. *t\I UldV>l\OCO a|MVUJ{, <* IwlUIU

electrode away froni the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,
*

e.g^ col. 6, ht 42.
:

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 46 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, In. 31-53.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 47

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

nattent's hodv the method comr>risin£*

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 47 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 6 Ins. 4-60.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

111 wUUUtCl Willi UIC UvUjr 5UUvUUC UJ guICloUC a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a nign ircquency vouage auierencc

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to me return eiectroae inrougn uic

current flow path.

ixcivivucc nu.n/ .discloses applying a nign

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

tnrougn cue region oi me larger sue, ano io ine

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL l,ln. 34.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 47 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 6 Ins.

4r60.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 47 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coL 1, in. 34.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 48

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 48 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 5, In. 39.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flnw nath between Hie electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 48 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, eg., coL 6, In. 28.

sinnK/ino s hioh frpmipfinv voltaire difference -

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

uirgci 5lie, ana lu ioc rcium cjcwuuuw uuvugu u*v

current flow path.

Reference No 48 discloses anolvinc a hi&h

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and die return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

thmnpfi the re&trm ofthe taroet site, and to theUllUUgU UlV IV^lUll VI IUW UUgyi Ollw, 4UJU W Ulv

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^ col. 2, In. 28.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

uirgei. sue on a uouy a»u iiuurew ur wiuim a

patienfs body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 48. discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body, structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g^ col. 5, in;

39;coL7,ln.59.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 48 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g., col. 6, In. 28.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode; through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No 48 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, In. 28.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 49

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 49 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g^ col. 1 In. 65,

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 49 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see, .

e.g., col. 1, m. 55.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 49 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 1 in.

65.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 49 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the.active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 1, In. 55.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 50

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

panenrs oouy, uie mcinoa cunipribijig.

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 50 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 2 Ins. 2-20.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 50 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., coL 2 ms. 21-63.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 50 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., coL 2 Ins.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 50 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coL 2 ms. 21-63.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 51

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 51 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 3, Ins. 50-53.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow nath between the electrode terminalvilli vUl Uvn UwUJ Vt*lWW*a Ulv iwumuih

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 51 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g., col. 3, In. 53.

annlvino a hich fineniipnev voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the
t**m&t *»ito ami t/\ #Ka rAfiirn aI^p+iw^P tr>ITU IP#l MlftXBufXl 5HC, alHJ W LUC 1 wlull I wCWULHiG uuisugii uiw

current flow path.

Reference No. 51 -discloses applying a high

frequency,voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col 2, In. 41 - col. 3 In. 58.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

utrgci siu? on o. ixKjy structure \ni \x. wimm
patienfs body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 51 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body stnicture in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 3, Ins.

50-53.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 5 1 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence of the electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g^ coL 3, In. 53. .

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 51 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g^ coL 2,.ln. 4 1 - coL 3 In.

58.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 52

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

natient's bodv the method comDrisin£*

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 52 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, eg., col. 1, In. 38.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

m contact wim inc way strutuuv iu gmciaic a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

apprymg a nign irequency vonage ciiiicrcncc

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the.
a - . - _A A. __ J A* - ..I-. i alar, j i-i rl j» lltMiink
target site, and to tne return electrode tnrougn tne

current flow path.

IvClcrcuCC INUL *?X UJodUoCo applying a lll£li

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

inrougn me region oi me larger sue, ano u> ine

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 3, hi. 1-32.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 52 discloses contacting an active

electrode with die body structure in the presenceof

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 1, hi.

38.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 52 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see; e.g., col. 3, In. 1-32.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 53

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

nstcitinntno nn ^lertnvif* terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No: 53 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 2, In. 1; col. 3, In. 63; col. 6, In.

28.

positioning a return electrode within die electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact wiui me oouy structure w gcuyiaic a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a mgn irequency vonage ainerenct

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current ftows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to tne return eiectroae mrougn uie

current flow path.

Referenre No 33 discloses annlvini? a hi&h

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electricalcurrent flows from the electrode terminal,

t)imilah ifip retrirm ofthe tai*j>e£ site and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 2, In. 28-55.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a bocry structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 53 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 2, In.

1 ; coL 3, In. 63; col. 6, In. 28.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and uie return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 53 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coL 2, In. 28-55.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No* 54
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient
1

s body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 54 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., pp. 669, 672.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through die region of the

target she, and to the return electrode through die

current flow path.

Reference No. 54 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

. terminal and the return electrode such that an

'

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., p. 670.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target she on a body structure on of within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

. contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 54 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., p. 672

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 54 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

. return electrode, see, e.g., p. 670.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 55

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 55 discloses positioning ah electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., coL 1 Ins. 52-55, col 2 Ins. 7-46.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return .

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the
,

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 55 discloses applying a high

frequency, voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eJg., col. 2, In. 7-46.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising;

contacting an active electrode with die body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 55 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 1 Ins.

52-55, col 2 Ins. 7-46.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 55 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., col. 2, In. 7-46.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 56

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patients body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 56 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence of an electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col 4 Ins. 20-50.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is hot

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target she, and to the return electrode through die

current flow path.

Reference No. 56 discloses applying a high

.frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 1, In. 61 - eoL 2 In. 12.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid; J

Reference No. 56 discloses contacting an active

electrode with die body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 4, Ins.

20-50.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 56 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an
.

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 1 , In. 6 1 - col. 2 In.

12.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 57

1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising.*

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with die target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 57 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., pp. 4, 6.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in rftntarf with the hfwtv Qtnwtitrp tn of*rtprafp aJll.WUl<lV*l Willi UJVv UvAlY MIUvllUC W gvllvl AlW <*

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and
anhlvtftD A n iori nwiiipnrv /i iTr/»r-**t,i/*f»aJJjJljrUlg o UlgJI li vH^uCtlvjr Vvllagv UiXivIvlJvv

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

.

uic ciewirouc iciiuiuai, torougn uic region 01 uic

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

J} t»f(*rvTtff* "KJrt r!ic/*]rtCAC ormlvino a hiohIVdClCIItrC ill/* •// UiavlUdCd (UJ|/ljrllif£ » IlJglJ

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

.

terminal and the return electrode such that ah

civvincai vunctu J.IQW5 uum uic cicvuijuc ictiuuj«i,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g>, p.v-

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with die body

structure in the presence of an electrically

cnnirlnctivf* fluid* •

Referehce No. 57 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an elpcfrirallv roiwfttcfiv^ fhiiH cp** p o n (\

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between die active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 57 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., p. 3.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 58
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan
electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a
current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

nnpfyinp a hi&h freauencv voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that ah electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

rveiacucc no. «?o discloses applying a mgn
frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
C1CUI MUKW liO¥r5 UUUI UlC CtCVUVUe iCfminai,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

Cg^ %-AJL. J IBS,

23.A method for applying electrical energy to a -

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence of aft electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from die body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode:and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 58 discloses applying a high,

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coL 3 Ins. 9-49.
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The '592 Patent Reference No* 59
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical citrrent flow* from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow nath

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 59 discloses contacting an active

'

electrode with the bodv structure in the nresence of

an electrically conductive fluid, sec, e.g., pp. 2-3.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 60
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 60 discloses positioning an

electrode terminal into at least close proximity

with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid, see, eg., p. 540.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the bodv structure to pencrate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

flhnlvino n Hioil firMniMrv voltJio** iWffcr&nf^

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

Vol £Vi MIC, oUU W IDw ICIUIU CICvUUUv UuUUKIl- ULIC

current flow path.

R pflprpinotf* Ma fX\ jiicftl/kCAc annlvino 21 KioK

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode

uainmai, uxrougu uie region 01 luc uugei sue, ano

to the return electrode through the current flow

path, see, e.g^ coL 4, In. 45.

• J\ IlJCUIvRJ tui applyUlg ClCUi lull CIidgy Ixf a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

\

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrical

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 60 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, eg., coL 5, In.

40.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 60 discloses applying a high .

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an.

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 4, in. 45.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 61

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;
-

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a .

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 61 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

.electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through theregion ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., cpL 3, In. 30.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 61 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 4, m.
15.

'

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 61 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active .

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 3, In. 30.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 62
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a .

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan
electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a
current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 62 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g. Fig. 3.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from r

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 62 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flowsJrom the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 2, In. 35.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a
target site on a body structure on or within a
patient's body, die method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 62 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence ofthe electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g.,Fig.3.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No: 62 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e;g^ coL 2, In. 35.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 63
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and me return electrode; and

Reference No. 63 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e^g., coL 2, In. 1 1 , 26.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patients body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 63 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, eg., col. 2, In:

11,26.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such mat an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 64
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode hi not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 64 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
: electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., coL 2, In. 5.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofah electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No: 64 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., col 2, In. 5.
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The *592 Patent Reference No. 65

I . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 65 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.&, col. 2 In. 10; coL 6, In. 65; col. 8, In.

22.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 65 discloses applying a high

. frequency,voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region of the target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 5, In. 34.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 65 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure, in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 2 hi.

10; coL 6, In. 65; coL 8, In. 22.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence, of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 65 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and me return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 5, In. 34.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 66
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a
patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan
electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 66 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e g., col. 2, In. 10, col. 5, In. 15.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return
;

electrode such that an electrical current flows from .

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 66 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the regionofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eig., coL 2, m. 1.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 66 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., coL2 m.
10.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such mat an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 66 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., col 2, In. I.
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The c592 Patent Reference No. 67

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target she in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 67 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence of an electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 4, In. 10, coL 2 In. 35.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return .

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region of the

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 67 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g^col.2,35.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence of an electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 67 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, eg., col. 2, In.

35, col. 4 In. 10.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence of the electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 67 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

. return electrode, see; e.g., col. 2, In. 35.
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The'592 Patent Reference No. 68
1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patienfs body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terramal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 67 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 1 Ins. 21-44.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such mat an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, Arougji the region ofthe

target site, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 68 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical currentflowsfrom the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., coL 3, to. 25.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patienfs body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 68 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., coL 3, m. 25.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 69
] . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with- the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 69 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

she in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 4, In. 13-17^

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return !

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

.

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 69 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

. terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical currentflows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

i.g^ col 3, In. 20.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 69 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive Quid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 3, In. 20.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 70
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site m the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;

iwi&iuivc i^kj. fsj uiMfiuscs positioning an eiectrooe

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive
fluid, see, e.g^ col. 3 In. 1 , col. 2 lit 45.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with die body structure to generate a
current flow rath between th^ rlrrtrrvl** tm-mtnal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the elecrnwfo terminal onH iKa r^nmiVVinvVU Ulv vlwvUvUv DvllUUlOl ttll\l Ulv I CAUl 1.1

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe
target she, and to the retuiia

' current flmv nathVUllvlll 11UW LHilll.

Reference No. 70 discloses applying a high
frequency voltage differencebetween the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

eg., col. 2, h. 38.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

wigci Mic uu a way mj uuiurt on or wiuun a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 70 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of
an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 2, In.

45,coL31n;i.
spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from
the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference Na 70 discloses applying a high
frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an
electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, eg., cot 2, In. 38.
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The 4592 Patent Reference No. 71

1 . A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence of an

electrically conductive fluid;
*

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from :

the electrode terminal, through die region ofthe

target she, and to the return electrode through .

current flow path.

Reference No. 71 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the electrode

terminal and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target site, and to the

return electrode through the current flow path, see,

e.g., col. 3 In. 43 - col. 4 In. 18.

23. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

contacting an active electrode with the body

structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 7 1 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 7, Ins.

13-15.

spacing a return electrode away from the body

structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 71 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the active electrode, .

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 3 In. 43 ^ col. 4 In.

18.
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The '592 Patent Reference No. 72
1. A method for applying electrical energy to a

target site on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising:

positioning an electrode terminal into at least close

proximity with the target site in the presence ofan

electrically conductive fluid;

Reference No. 72 discloses positioning an electrode

terminal into at least close proximity with the target

site in the presence ofan electrically conductive

fluid, see, e.g., col. 4t In. 33.

positioning a return electrode within the electrically

conductive fluid such that the return electrode is not

in contact with the body structure to generate a

current flow path between the electrode terminal

and the return electrode; and

Reference No. 72 discloses positioning a return

electrode within the electrically conductive fluid
.

such that the return electrode is not in contact with

the body structure to generate a current flow path

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode, see, e.g^ coL 2 ms. 29-36.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the electrode terminal and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from -

the electrode terminal, through the region ofthe

target she, and to the return electrode through the

current flow path.

Reference No. 72 discloses applying a high

freouencv vohace difference between the electrode

terminaland thereturn electrode such that an

electrical current flows from the electrode terminal,

through the region ofthe target she, and to the

return electrode through the current flow nath <p*»

e.g., col 2, In. 30.

23.A method for applying electrical energy to a

target she on a body structure on or within a

patient's body, the method comprising!
'

contacting an active electrode with the body
structure in the presence ofan electrically

conductive fluid;

Reference No. 72 discloses contacting an active

electrode with the body structure in the presence of

an electrically conductive fluid, see, e.g., col. 3, In.

9; col. 4, In. 33.

spacing a return electrode away from the body
structure in the presence ofthe electrically

conductive fluid; and

Reference No. 62 discloses spacing a return

electrode away from the body structure in the

presence of the electrically conductive fluid, see,

e.g^, col. 2 Ins. 29-36.

applying a high frequency voltage difference

between the active electrode and the return

electrode such that an electrical current flows from

the active electrode, through the electrically

conductive fluid, and to the return electrode.

Reference No. 72 discloses applying a high

frequency voltage difference between the active

electrode and the return electrode such mat an

electrical current flows from the active electrode,

through the electrically conductive fluid, and to the

return electrode, see, e.g., col. 2, In. 30.
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